Southern Indiana Review
Mary C. Mohr Editors’ Award

SIR is pleased to announce that Stuart Dybek has selected Leslie Kirk Campbell’s “Nightlight” as the winner of the 2013 Mary C. Mohr Fiction Award. The story will appear in the spring 2014 issue.

“If this was a high dive and not a story competition, ‘Nightlight’ would impress, in part, because of its level of difficulty. The story—a secret sharer themed story—is risky, ambitious, unpredictable, gracefully written, and rich in both its external detail and its characterizations.”

— Stuart Dybek, 2013 judge

Contest Finalists

Karima Diane Alavi  “Bangkok Ghosts”
Judith Edelman  “An Angry Country”
Charles Robert Green  “Lowly”
Becky Hagenston  “The Spectrum of Wonders”
Edward Hamlin  “One Child Policy”
Amanda Harris  “A Mulatto, an Albino, a Mosquito, My Libido”
Cheri Marie Johnson  “Guards in Winter”
Karin Lin-Greenberg  “A Disturbance at the Pool”
Marian Palaia  “Pain Ponies”
Dominic Russ  “Manglevine”
Karen Uhlmann  “As Big as a Boat”

Thanks to everyone who entered!